INTELLECTUAL   LIFE   AFTER   THE   INVASIONS
As an economic necessity, the same state of affairs existed among
the merchants. A class of professional merchants engaged in long-
distance trade could not have carried on their business without a
minimum of education. We know, moreover, from Caesarius of
Aries, that the merchants had literate clerks.
In the Merovingian epoch, then, writing was indispensable to
the life of society. This explains why, in all the kingdoms consti-
tuted in the Occident, the Roman cursive was retained, in the form
of the very small cursive which it assumed in the 5th century; it
was a rapid script, a business hand, and not a calligraphy. It was
from this that the Merovingian, Visigothic and Lombard scripts
derived,1 which were formerly called national scripts, but wrongly,
for strictly speaking they were merely the continuation of the
Roman cursive, perpetuated by the agents of the administration,
the governmental offices, and the merchants.
This cursive writing thoroughly suited the living but decadent
language of the period. In everyday life the Latin tongue was even
more bastardized than in the literature; it had become a language
full of inaccuracies and solecisms, ungrammatical, but none the less
an authentic Latin. It was what the scholars called "rustic Latin."
But they countenanced it and employed it, especially in Gaul,
because it was the popular tongue, spoken by all. And the adminis-
tration followed their example. It was doubtless this Latin that
was taught in the little schools. There is not a single text that tells
us, as certain texts of the 8th century will tell us, that in church the
people could no longer understand the priest. Here again the lan-
guage was, so to speak, barbarized, but there was nothing Ger-
manic about this barbarization. The language survived, and it was
this language that constituted, well into the 8th century, the unity
of "Romania.''2
1	m. prou, Manuel de palfographie, 4th ed., 1924, p. 65.
2	lot, op. dt., in the bulietin ducange, vol. VI, 1931, p. 102; muixer,
On the use of the expression lingua Romanafrom the I to the IX Century; zeu-
SCHRIFT PUR ROMANISCHE PHILOLOGEE, Vol. XLIJL, 1923, p. 9J P. VERCAUTBRBN,
Le Romanus de$ sources franques, revue bblge de philologie-et
vol. XI, 1932, pp. 77-88.
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